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Student Guidelines 

 

Phone Discussions Texting 

Privacy 
What you say on the phone is your personal 
business, and other people do not necessarily want 
to have to listen. Step away to a private place when 
talking on the phone in order to be polite. 
  
Volume 
Adjust how loud you speak based on where you are 
speaking. If you have to answer the phone while 
other people are near, lower your voice so it is soft 
and does not disrupt those around you. 
  
Timing 
There is a time and a place for talking on the phone. 
If you are with a family member or friend, turn your 
phone to silent and put it away so you can focus on 
having quality time with them. 

Content 
Before you text, take a moment to think about 
what you want to say. Keep texts brief and 
to-the-point. Consider saving longer 
conversations for when you can talk. 
  
Audience 
Just as you speak differently to your friends 
than to adults, your texting should also be 
sensitive to your audience. Save casual  
language and abbreviations for friends. 
  
Timing 
If you are at dinner with family, the goal is to 
spend time with them. If you are in class, the 
goal is to learn. Before texting, think: Does 
texting help accomplish my goal right now? 
  

Writing Online 

Clarity 
Since writing does not come with the gestures 
that happen in person, it’s important to say  exactly 
what you mean. Avoid sarcasm–it can  easily be 
hurtful if misinterpreted. 
  
Capitalization 
To aid in clarity, capitalize as you would in a 
normal paragraph. Remember that putting all 
letters in capitals is the written version of 
yelling at the top of your lungs. 
  
Punctuation 
Use periods, commas, and other punctuation 
correctly. This will help others clearly understand 
your meaning and avoid misunderstandings. 

  

Emoticons and Abbreviation 
Not everyone is familiar or comfortable with 
emoticons or abbreviation, so only use them 
when you’re sure others in the conversation 
will understand and interpret them correctly. 
  
Audience 
Be aware of who you are talking with, and 
adjust your grammar, language, and content 
accordingly. Put yourself in others’ shoes to 
consider how they will interpret your words. 
  
E-mail and Online Discussion 
Subject lines should clearly state the purpose 
of e-mails or posts. When participating in a 
discussion thread, stay on the same topic. 
Start a new thread to discuss a new topic. 
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